Heightened delta-beta correlation has been conceptualized as reflecting exaggerated neural regulation and has been implicated in anxiety. Behavioral inhibition (BI) is a temperament characterized by wariness to novelty and is a robust predictor of anxiety, but delta-beta correlation has not been investigated in relation to childhood BI. We examined the relation between BI and between-subjects (i.e., across participants) and within-subjects (i.e., across data epochs) measures of baseline EEG delta-beta correlation in 118 children. Using a between-subjects measure, children scoring high on BI had higher delta-beta correlation relative to low BI children at frontal and central, and marginally higher in parietal, brain regions. Using a within-subjects measure, continuous BI scores were positively correlated with central and parietal delta-beta correlation. Delta-beta correlation may be a neural correlate of BI in childhood that displays differences in region specificity, correlation strength, and variability of correlation values when comparing between-and within-subjects measures.
Heightened delta-beta correlation has been conceptualized as reflecting exaggerated neural regulation and has been implicated in anxiety. Behavioral inhibition (BI) is a temperament characterized by wariness to novelty and is a robust predictor of anxiety, but delta-beta correlation has not been investigated in relation to childhood BI. We examined the relation between BI and between-subjects (i.e., across participants) and within-subjects (i.e., across data epochs) measures of baseline EEG delta-beta correlation in 118 children. Using a between-subjects measure, children scoring high on BI had higher delta-beta correlation relative to low BI children at frontal and central, and marginally higher in parietal, brain regions. Using a within-subjects measure, continuous BI scores were positively correlated with central and parietal delta-beta correlation. Delta-beta correlation may be a neural correlate of BI in childhood that displays differences in region specificity, correlation strength, and variability of correlation values when comparing between-and within-subjects measures.
Behavioral inhibition (BI) is an early emerging temperamental style characterized by fear and wariness in response to novelty (Garcia-Coll et al., 1984) . Studying the neurobiological correlates of BI may provide greater precision into our understanding of the biological processes that underlie this phenotype (Kagan et al., 1987 (Kagan et al., , 1988 . Some researchers have conceptualized elevated delta-beta correlation as marking exaggerated regulation on a neural level, possibly underlying the rigid and overcontrolled nature of anxiety-related phenotypes . Indeed, heightened delta-beta correlation has been implicated in social anxiety in adult samples (Harrewijn, Schmidt, Westenberg, Tang, & van der Molen, 2017; Harrewijn et al., 2018; Miskovic et al., 2010 Miskovic et al., , 2011b . Given that BI is one of the most robust prospective predictors of social anxiety (Clauss & Blackford, 2012) , we hypothesized that deltabeta correlation would be particularly relevant to the phenotype of BI early in development. Importantly, we extend the literature by examining both a between-subjects (i.e., across participants) and withinsubjects (i.e., across data epochs) measure of delta-beta correlation (Schutter & Knyazev, 2012) in order to bring greater clarity as to how these two methods may be similarly or differentially related to behavioral phenotypes such as BI in childhood.
Delta-beta correlation
Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings allow for the relatively non-invasive acquisition of neural electrical activity across different frequency bands, each with different proposed functions and behavioral correlates (Engel et al., 2001; Knyazev & Slobodskaya, 2003; Schürmann & Başar, 2001) . Slow wave brain oscillations (e.g., delta) have been linked to subcortical brain areas responsible for motivation, emotion, and reward processing, whereas fast wave brain oscillations (e.g., beta) are thought to reflect intra-cortical connections that may be linked to attentional control, cognitive processing, and regulation (Engel et al., 2001; Knyazev & Slobodskaya, 2003) . Accordingly, there is speculation that the correlation of fast-wave and slow-wave frequencies may reflect interactions between cortical and subcortical circuitry, which can be captured by examining the strength of the correlation between delta and beta frequency bands (Knyazev, 2007; Knyazev & Slobodskaya, 2003; Schutter & Knyazev, 2012) .
Over the last two decades, there has been increasing interest in trying to better understand the functional significance and behavioral correlates of delta-beta correlation (also referred to as coupling). Studies with adults have reported a higher delta-beta correlation in relation to heightened trait social anxiety (Miskovic et al., 2010 (Miskovic et al., , 2011b , higher state anxiety (Knyazev, 2011) , higher scores on the behavioral inhibition system (van Peer et al., 2008) , attentional bias to threat (Putman, 2011) , higher baseline endogenous salivary cortisol levels (Schutter & Van Honk, 2005) , as well as following the administration of exogenous cortisol (van Peer et al., 2008) . Heightened https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biopsycho.2019.107785 Received 18 June 2019; Received in revised form 7 October 2019; Accepted 9 October 2019 salivary cortisol levels have been implicated in behavioral inhibition (Kagan et al., 1987) and anxiety (Schiefelbein & Susman, 2006) and may be a neuroendocrine correlate of fear (Schulkin et al., 2005) . Based on these behavioral correlates of delta-beta correlation, greater synchrony between delta and beta oscillations is thought to reflect exaggerated regulation on a neural level, possibly underlying the rigid and overcontrolled nature of anxiety-related phenotypes. Thus, it has been inferred that delta-beta correlation may be a proxy for an individual's emotion regulatory capacities.
Extending this work, recent studies with younger samples have begun to investigate the relation between anxiety-related behavioral phenotypes and delta-beta correlation to see if the patterns revealed in adults may be present earlier in development. The results from these studies with infants and children mirror findings with adult samples, such that six-month-old infants with high cortisol reactivity exhibited heightened resting state delta-beta correlation across frontal, central, and parietal regions . Among samples of toddlers and preschoolers, heightened resting state delta-beta brain correlation in the frontal and central brain regions is evident among two-year-olds with high levels of dysregulated fear (i.e., high fear in low threat contexts; Phelps et al., 2016) and heightened resting state frontal delta-beta correlation among three-year-olds with high levels of observed social fear (Najjar & Brooker, 2017) . Most recently, higher resting state frontal brain delta-beta correlation was noted among school-aged children with high basal salivary cortisol levels and among children with high parent-report social anxiety (but not non-social anxiety) relative to children low on these measures (Poole & Schmidt, 2019) . Collectively, this body of work suggests that heightened resting state delta-beta correlation may be a neural correlate of fear and social anxiety early in development.
Between-subjects and within-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation
Traditionally, the magnitude of delta-beta correlation has been computed using a between-subjects approach by comparing the strength of the correlation between delta and beta power bands in two distinct groups. Although in some instances this is guided by broadly agreed upon categories, such as clinical diagnostic status (e.g., Harrewijn et al., 2018; , oftentimes researchers are required to classify individuals into less-validated groups using methods such as a median split (e.g., Miskovic and Schmidt, 2009; Putman, 2011; Putman et al., 2012) or a mean split (e.g., Brooker et al., 2016; Phelps et al., 2016) in order to employ between-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation. This can lead to difficulty interpreting and generalizing findings given the arbitrary nature of creating such groups. Although the between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation is informative and has been widely used as outlined above, there has been some concern as to whether a between-subjects measure can be extrapolated to the individual level and interpreted as a process occurring within an individual. This has led to the suggestion of using a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation (Schutter & Knyazev, 2012) .
A within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation is computed by examining the correlation of delta and beta power extracted from multiple epochs from each participant's data collection period, resulting in each individual having his or her own delta-beta correlation value, as opposed to only having a group level value. This is thought to have both theoretical and methodological advantages. Within-subjects delta-beta correlation scores are based on each individual's time series of delta and beta power, and unlike the between-subjects approach, can reflect the extent to which these bands correlate over time for each individual. This method results in correlation scores for each individual, allowing us to investigate delta-beta correlation as an individual differences variable and examine its continuous association with other variables of interest (e.g., traits). While each level of analysis may provide unique insight into functioning, in practice, reporting both between-subjects and within-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation is rarely employed. As such, it remains relatively unclear if a between-subjects and within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation are assessing similar constructs.
In one study, adults scoring high on social anxiety differed in frontal delta-beta correlation compared to individuals low on social anxiety during anticipation and recovery of a speech task using a betweensubjects measure (Harrewijn et al., 2016) . Although the relation was not significant using a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, results were in the same direction with a small effect size, suggesting that the two approaches may yield similar, but not identical results. A similar pattern of results using between-and within-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation was reported among a sample of children using resting delta-beta correlation in relation to social anxiety (Poole & Schmidt, 2019) .
The current study
Although previous work has examined the affective and behavioral correlates of delta-beta correlation, there are at least three gaps in the literature. First, to our knowledge, published work on delta-beta correlation in samples of infants, toddlers, and children has largely been restricted to the use of between-subject measures, and so it remains less clear if a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation may be sensitive to distinct socioemotional profiles in early development. Second, the behavioral correlates of delta-beta correlation have been examined in relatively small samples of adults or young children (i.e., toddlerhood and preschool years), and so comparably little is known about the correlates of delta-beta correlation during early childhood. This is a particularly important developmental period to study as children enter novel classroom settings and are expected to engage in more complex social interactions, undergo cognitive development responsible for the understanding of social evaluation (Crozier & Burnham, 1990; Lagattuta, & Thompson, 2007) , and place a greater importance on peer acceptance (Werner & Crick, 2004) . Further, during the early school age years children's neural regulatory networks also undergo further maturation, which may be linked to anxious-related tendencies (Piaget, 1970) .
Finally, no studies have specifically examined the temperamental trait of behavioral inhibition (BI) in relation to delta-beta correlation. 1 As mentioned, BI is an early emerging and relatively stable temperament characterized by fear and wariness in response to novelty (Garcia-Coll et al., 1984) , and is one of the most robust predictors of prospective social anxiety (Clauss, & Blackford, 2012) . Given that previous work has suggested that delta-beta correlation is particularly relevant to social anxiety (Harrewijn, Schmidt, Westenberg, Tang, & van der Molen, 2017; Harrewijn et al., 2018; Miskovic et al., 2010 Miskovic et al., , 2011b Poole & Schmidt, 2019) , it is plausible that delta-beta correlation may be an early neural correlate among behaviorally inhibited children. By studying delta-beta correlation in relation to BI in childhood, we may further our understanding into the putative neural processes underlying this phenotype.
In light of these gaps, we wished to extend the current literature by examining both between-subjects and within-subjects measures of resting state delta-beta correlation in relation to BI in early childhood 1 It should be noted that among samples of adults, the behavioral inhibition system (BIS)which assesses one's sensitivity to impending punishment (Carver & White, 1994; Gray, 1981 )-has been examined in relation to deltabeta correlation (Putman, 2011; van Peer et al., 2008) . Behavioral inhibition (BI), on the other hand, is conceptualized as a temperamental trait assessed in early childhood and reflects wariness in response to novel stimuli (Garcia-Coll et al., 1984) . Although there is conceptual similarity between the behavioral inhibition system (BIS) and the temperament behavioral inhibition (BI), the two constructs are not synonymous (See Barker et al., 2019, for a review).
K.L. Poole, et al. Biological Psychology 149 (2020) 107785 using a relatively large sample. We chose to focus on baseline EEG measures because resting state delta-beta coupling demonstrates stability in childhood and is thought to reflect an individual's trait-like dispositional regulatory style (Knyazev et al., 2019) , which is in line with the conceptualization of BI. Consistent with previous work, we hypothesized that children who scored high on parent-report of BI would exhibit significantly higher delta-beta correlation using a between-subjects measure relative to children low on parent-report of BI (Najjar & Brooker, 2017; Phelps et al., 2016) . Similar to previous studies of preschoolers, we predicted that these patterns of findings would be significant across frontal, central, and parietal regions . Given the lack of research reporting relations between childhood temperament and a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, we did not make specific predictions for this metric. However, some existing work has found that between-subjects and within-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation produced statistically similar results (Knyazev, 2011) , while other work has found similar patterns of results, but the within-subjects measure did not reach conventional levels of statistical significance (i.e., Harrewijn et al., 2016; Poole & Schmidt, 2019) . Accordingly, similar to our hypotheses with a between-subjects measure, we hypothesized that children scoring higher on BI would have a pattern of higher within-subjects delta-beta correlation across the same neural regions.
Method

Sample
Participants included 118 typically developing children (M age = 6.07 years, SD = 0.76 years; 50% girls) and their primary caregivers (94% biological mother) participating in a larger study of socioemotional functioning in BI. The majority of children were White (90.3%), followed by African American (3.5%), Asian (2.7%), Hispanic (2.7%), and Native American (0.8%). Families were recruited from a university database of families interested in participating in research studies, community outreach, and word-of-mouth.
Sufficient sample size was confirmed by conducting a power analysis in G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) . Using effect sizes from three previous studies that compared between-subjects delta-beta correlation in groups of children (i.e., Miskovic et al., 2011a, q = 1.38, N = 16; Phelps et al., 2016, q = 0.58, N = 30; Poole & Schmidt, 2019 , q = 0.64, N = 42) a power analyses suggested that in order to detect a significant difference in between-subjects delta-beta correlation, we would require a minimum sample size of 40 participants (i.e., 20 participants per group) to detect the mean effect size from previous studies (Power = 0.80, α = 0.05). In addition, a power analysis using effect sizes from three previous studies that compared resting state withinsubjects delta-beta correlation among adults (i.e., Harrewijn et al. 2016, d = 0.20, N = 56; Knyazev et al. 2011, d =1.96, N = 39; Poppelaars et al., 2018, d = 0.20, N = 52) revealed that in order to detect a significant difference in within-subjects delta-beta correlation, we would require a minimum sample size of 54 participants to detect the mean effect size from previous studies (Power = 0.80, α = 0.05).
Procedure
Parents provided written consent and children provided verbal assent prior to participation. Children were introduced to our EEG system and had four minutes of baseline EEG collected while they were seated and relaxed. As part of the larger study, children then completed a computer task examining their responses to peer feedback and affectbiased attention (not reported here; see Morales et al., 2019) . While the children completed these tasks, parents completed questionnaires related to their child's temperament. Families received monetary compensation and children also received a small toy and a certificate for participation. The Pennsylvania State University's Institutional Review Board approved this study.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) data collection and reduction
EEG activity was continuously recorded during a four-minute baseline period (alternating between one-minute eyes open and oneminute eyes closed) while the child was seated using a 128-channel geodesic sensor net (Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, Oregon). Data from each channel was digitized at a 250 Hz sampling rate. EEG channels were collected with reference to Cz and, re-referenced offline to the average of the left and right mastoids. Vertical eye movements were recorded from electrodes placed approximately 1 cm above and below each eye. Horizontal eye movements were monitored with electrodes placed approximately 1 cm at the outer canthi of each eye. Impedances were kept below 50 kΩ.
All data preparation and processing were conducted offline using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Products GmbH, Germany). Data were filtered with a high-pass frequency of 0.1 Hz, a low-pass frequency of 40 Hz, and a 60 Hz notch filter. Data were visually inspected first, to remove electrodes with high impedance or noisy signal. Ocular artifacts from eye blinks and horizontal eye movements were corrected using the method developed by Gratton (Gratton et al., 1983) . Data were then segmented into 1 s epochs using 50% overlap and baseline corrected. Before artifact rejection, we selected the electrodes of interest in frontal (F3, Fz, F4), central (C3, Cz, C4) and parietal sites (P3, Pz, P4). Epochs exceeding ± 120 μV, a voltage step of more than 75 μV between sample points, or a maximum voltage difference of less than 0.50 μV within any 100-ms interval were marked as artifacts and automatically removed. Data were also visually inspected for any remaining artifacts. EEG power was then computed using a Fast-Fourier Transformation with full spectrum and a Hamming window length of 50%.
Between-subjects and within-subjects measures
For the between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, regional absolute EEG power (in μV 2 ) was derived in the delta (0-4 Hz) and beta (14-20 Hz) frequency bands. A natural log (ln) transformation was performed on all EEG power data to reduce skewness. In order to derive a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, we also extracted delta (0-4 Hz) and beta (14-20 Hz) power for each 20 s, and then calculated the correlation between log-transformed delta power and logtransformed beta power for each individual participant across the epochs. The average number of epochs included in the within-subjects correlation was 21.24 (Range: 9-26).
Parent-report of child behavioral inhibition
Parents completed the 30-item Behavioural Inhibition Questionnaire (BIQ) which encompasses children's wariness and inhibition in response to both social and non-social novel stimuli (Bishop et al., 2003) . Parents rate how characteristic each item is for their child on a scale from 1 = hardly ever to 7 = almost always. Example items comprising this subscale include: "My child is shy when first meeting new children" and "My child is nervous or uncomfortable in new situations". Parentreport on the BIQ has been correlated with laboratory observations of BI (Dyson et al., 2011) . The BIQ demonstrated excellent internal consistency in our sample (α = .95). A total of 108 parents completed the BIQ, and total scores in our sample ranged from 36 to 168.
Missing Analyses
Of the 108 children with parent-reports of BI, there were missing baseline EEG data due to excessive noise (n = 2), child refusal (n = 10), and equipment failure (n = 2), resulting in 94 children with baseline EEG data. Of these children, there was one extreme value (3 SD ± mean) detected and removed for frontal beta power and two extreme values removed for frontal delta power, resulting in 92 children who had data for frontal delta-beta correlation measures. No extreme values were detected for delta and beta power in central or parietal regions, resulting in 94 children who had data for central and parietal delta-beta correlations. Children with complete EEG data versus those missing EEG data did not significantly differ on child age, gender, or BIQ scores (ps > .46). Pairwise deletion was used for all analyses.
Data analyses
First, to test the magnitude of cross-frequency correlation using a between-subjects approach, we used partial correlations (controlling for child age and gender) between delta and beta spectral power in total frontal (average of F3, Fz, F4), central (average of C3, Cz, C4), and parietal (average of P3, Pz, P4) region for children with high parentreported BI (upper 50%, n = 47; M = 110.76, SD = 18.14) versus low parent-reported BI (lower 50%, n = 45; M = 65.78, SD = 14.69). To test for differences in the strength of delta-beta correlation between groups, we used Fisher's r-to-z transformations. Effect sizes for significant between-group differences were calculated as the difference between Fisher's Z scores (q = Z 1 -Z 2 ). Results employing an extreme group design using a cut point of 119 on the total BIQ to denote BI (n = 13) and non-BI (n = 81), as used in previous studies (Suarez et al., 2019) , can be found in our Supplementary Materials.
Second, we examined the relation between the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation and continuous scores on the BIQ using a series of partial correlations (controlling for child age and gender), separately for frontal, central, and parietal regions. To supplement these analyses, we additionally examined mean differences on the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation for children with high BI and low BI using an ANCOVA (controlling for child age and gender), for comparability to our between-subjects measure above. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 24.0. For all main results, we present both the uncorrected p-value, in addition to the corrected p-value using the false discovery rate (FDR) for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) . Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for main study variables. All EEG delta and beta power values were log transformed to reduce skewness. Parent-report of child BI was normally distributed. Child age was negatively correlated with delta and beta absolute power across frontal, central, and parietal regions (ps < .001), and girls had significantly lower delta and beta power across frontal, central, and parietal regions (ps < .001). Therefore, child age and gender were controlled for in all analyses. There were no gender differences on child age (p = .477) or parent-reported BI (p = .949), and age was not correlated with parent-reported BI (p = .509).
Results
Descriptive statistics
Between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrates between-subjects delta-beta correlations for frontal, central, and parietal regions among children with high versus low parent-reported BI, controlling for child age and gender.
There was a large effect size for the frontal region, such that deltabeta correlation was significantly stronger among high BI children (r = .71, p < .001) compared to the low BI children (r = .34, p = .022; z = 2.38, uncorrected p = .007, FDR-corrected p = .033, q = 0.53). There was a medium sized effect when examining the central region, such that delta-beta correlation was significantly stronger among high BI children (r = .79, p < .001) compared to the low BI children (r = .56, p < .001; z = 1.96, uncorrected p = .022, FDR-corrected p = .039, q = 0.44). Finally, there was a marginal small effect for the parietal region, such that delta-beta correlation was higher among high BI children (r = .79, p < .001) compared to the low BI children (r = .65, p < .001; z = 1.32, uncorrected p = .086, FDR-corrected p = 0.110, q = 0.30).
We also examined whether there were group differences in absolute delta and beta power for each region between children rated as high in BI versus low BI; no significant differences were noted (ps > .495). This suggests that the two BI groups differed specifically in the synchrony of delta and beta oscillations. Fig. 3 presents the scatterplots for the correlations between continuous scores of parent-report BI and within-subjects delta-beta correlation for frontal, central, and parietal regions. Before examining correlations between the two measures, we examined Cook's distance in order to assess influential observations (defined as 3 SD above the mean Cook's distance). This resulted in one case being removed for the frontal region, one case removed from the central region, and two cases removed for the parietal region. Results revealed significant positive Note: EEG power values are natural log transformed. The between-subjects values reflect mean power values, while the within-subjects values reflect the mean within-subject correlation coefficient. BIQ = behavioral inhibition questionnaire; SD = standard deviation. Fig. 1 . Group differences for the between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation for children with high BI and low BI. Notes: *p < .05; + p < .10.
Within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation
K.L. Poole, et al. Biological Psychology 149 (2020) 107785 relations between the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation and continuous scores of BI for parietal (r = .33, uncorrected p = .002, FDR-corrected p = .009) and central regions (r = .33, uncorrected p = .002, FDR-corrected p = .009), but not for the frontal region (r = .13, uncorrected p = .205, FDR-corrected p = .231). Fig. 4 illustrates mean-level differences for the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation for frontal, central, and parietal regions among children with high versus low parent-report BI, controlling for child age and gender. Results from the ANCOVA mirror those using partial correlations as reported above, such that there was a higher within-subjects delta-beta correlation at the central region for children rated as high BI (M = 0.33, SE = 0.40) versus low BI (M = 0.21, SE = 0.40; F(1,90) = 4.60, uncorrected p = 0.035, FDR-corrected p = .053, d = 0.45), and at the parietal region for children rated as high BI (M = 0.46; SE = 0.04) versus low BI (M = 0.31, SE = 0.40; F (1,90) = 6.80, uncorrected p = 0.011, FDR-corrected p = 0.024, d = 0.55). Results for the frontal region for children rated as high BI (M = 0.28; SE = 0.04) versus low BI (M = 0.21, SE = 0.40) did not reach statistical significance (F(1,90) = 1.23, uncorrected p = 0.270, FDR-corrected p = 0.270, d = 0.24).
Discussion
We sought to examine resting state delta-beta correlation in relation to the temperamental trait of behavioral inhibition in a sample of typically-developing children. We compared both a between-subjects and a within-subjects approach for deriving estimates of delta-beta correlation. Using a between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, we found that children scoring high on parent-report of BI had higher delta-beta correlation relative to children low on BI at frontal, central, and (marginally) parietal brain regions. Using a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, we found that parent-report BI was related to a higher delta-beta correlation at central and parietal regions.
Our findings converge with previous studies finding a heightened between-subjects delta-beta correlation in relation to dysregulated fear , social fear (Najjar & Brooker, 2017) , and social anxiety (Poole & Schmidt, 2019) in children. Adult samples have also noted higher between-subjects delta-beta correlation in relation to social anxiety (Miskovic et al., 2010 (Miskovic et al., , 2011b , state anxiety (Knyazev, 2011) , the behavioral inhibition system (van Peer et al., 2008) , and attentional bias to threat (Putman, 2011) . Although speculative, a Fig. 2 . Scatterplots depicting the between-subjects correlation of delta and beta power for children with high BI and low BI for the frontal, central, and parietal regions. Fig. 3 . Scatterplots depicting the relation between continuous scores of behavioral inhibition and the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation for the frontal, central, and parietal regions.
higher delta-beta correlation has previously been conceptualized as reflecting the efforts of regulatory networks to downregulate arousal in the subcortical networks (Knyazev, 2007; Knyazev & Slobodskaya, 2003; Schutter & Knyazev, 2012) . This may suggest that children rated as high on BI are showing signs of over-control on a neural level, perhaps reflecting their effort to downregulate tonically high levels of arousal (Blackford et al., 2014; Jarcho et al., 2013 ; see also Henderson et al., 2015 , for a review).
In terms of brain region specificity, our effect sizes were largest for the frontal region when examining a between-subjects measure of deltabeta correlation in relation to BI, although we also found medium sized effects for the central region, and small (marginal) effects for the parietal region. These findings are consistent with work in toddlers and preschoolers that has likewise found differences in delta-beta correlation across anterior and posterior sites of the brain in relation to salivary cortisol and observed fear (Najjar & Brooker, 2017) , but diverge with studies of older children and adults that have found specificity of between-subjects delta-beta correlation to frontal networks in relation to anxiety-related phenotypes (e.g., Miskovic, Campbell, et al., 2011; Poole & Schmidt, 2019) . This may suggest that the frontal region of the brain is particularly important for trait-level propensities towards avoidance and fear later in life, but that these patterns are broader and evident across both posterior to anterior brain regions during early childhood. An alternate methodological explanation is that these differences in effects across regions could be caused by volume conduction, where the effect originates from the frontal region and is carried over slightly to central and posterior locations, enhancing the detected but smaller effects in these regions (Olejniczak, 2006) .
An important methodological contribution of our study is the inclusion of a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation in addition to the between-subjects measure typically seen in the literature. This is an important extension because there has been some concern as to whether a between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation can accurately be interpreted as an individual differences factor (Schutter & Knyazev, 2012) . Our findings provide partial support that a withinsubjects measure of resting state delta-beta correlation may yield similar results as a between-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation, at least in relation to our sample variation in BI during early childhood.
Despite the generally consistent patterns across the between-subjects and within-subjects measures of delta-beta correlation, there are some differences that should be noted. The relation differed based on brain region such that the within-subjects measure was only related to BI for the central and parietal regions, and not the frontal region. It remains unclear why a within-subjects measure versus a between-subjects measure may be more sensitive to detecting significant findings in the posterior brain regions. An additional study among adults found that the parietal (but not frontal) region of the brain showed heightened delta-beta correlation in relation to higher levels of attentional control (Morillas-Romero et al., 2015) . The parietal region of the brain plays an influential role in attentional and executive functions (Balle et al., 2013; Posner et al., 2007) and thus heightened delta-beta correlation at this region may be capturing the distinct attentional processes among behaviorally inhibited children (Henderson et al., 2015) . Further, it may be the case that early in development a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation may be observed most strongly in posterior brain regions during childhood, which has recently been demonstrated (Knyazev et al., 2019) .
Another observation is that although the direction of findings between BI and delta-beta correlation was similar when using a withinsubjects and between-subjects approach, the correlation coefficients were numerically higher when using a between-subjects approach relative to a within-subjects approach. This is most likely due to the decreased statistical power in within-subjects analyses given the lower number of epochs used to calculate the correlations as well as increased variability. The exact functional significance of this variation is not clear. It is possible that between-subjects measures may overestimate the correlation between delta and beta given the group-based approach by averaging over individual variation. This may also be related to the fact that the between-subjects approach on average resulted in positive correlations, whereas inspection of the values from the within-subjects correlations reveal a range from negative to positive correlations, providing further support that the two approaches may reflect somewhat Fig. 4 . Group differences for the within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation for children with high BI and low BI. Notes: *p < .05. Error bars reflect standard error of the mean. different measures. It is also possible that trait-and state-level variations in delta-beta coupling may relate to BI in fundamentally different ways. That is, individuals' variation in relation to their average deltabeta coupling may reflect a distinct neural process and need not map onto how sample-level differences in coupling relate to BI. With larger samples, future studies could clarify this question using analytical methods that partition trait-and state-level variation in delta-beta coupling and can compare their unique influence on BI as well as how they interact.
A comparison of both a between-subjects and within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation within the same study has rarely been reported, but our findings are somewhat consistent with available studies. For example, studies have found differences in frontal brain deltabeta correlation at rest in children (Poole & Schmidt, 2019) and in response to social stress in adults (Harrewijn et al., 2016) depending on individual differences of social anxiety. These data are consistent with the direction of findings when using a within-subjects measure, despite failing to reach statistical significance. In addition, a study by Knyazev et al. (2011) found similar results when examining a between-subjects and within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation among adults in relation to state anxiety. Similarly, in our study we found higher resting state delta-beta correlation in children high on BI using both a betweensubjects approach and within-subjects approach.
Although the exact reason for differences in direction of the results is not clear, it may be due to methodological differences in computing delta-beta correlation (i.e., between-subjects versus within-subjects measure), our use of a community sample while some others have used selected samples , the younger age in our sample while others have used adult samples Morillas-Romero et al., 2015; Poppelaars et al., 2018; Putman et al., 2012) , or the specific subtype of anxiety (e.g., social, general, or fear). It is also important to note that we used a resting state measure of EEG whereas some others have relied on EEG collected in response to a social stressor Poppelaars et al., 2018) . Previous work has noted that EEG markers at baseline and during anticipation of a stressor are not always correlated with the same traits or outcomes (e.g., Pérez-Edgar et al., 2013) .
Although we find distinct patterns of delta-beta correlation (across the between-subjects and within-subjects measures) among children scoring higher on BI, our study design is cross-sectional. Thus, it remains unclear whether a higher delta-beta correlation predisposes a child to an overcontrolled temperamental style, or if conversely, these patterns of brain activity develop as a result of the temperament. There is some experimental evidence to suggest that a between-subjects measure of frontal brain delta-beta correlation is sensitive to intervention effects. Specifically, a reduction in frontal delta-beta correlation was found in a sample of adults diagnosed with social anxiety disorder (SAD) after they completed a cognitive behavioral therapy intervention, which paralleled decreases in social anxiety symptoms (Miskovic, Moscovitch, et al., 2011) . Additional intergenerational studies have found that heightened delta-beta correlation may be a marker of prospective anxiety risk (before the onset of symptoms), such that children of socially anxious parents show a higher frontal brain resting state delta-beta correlation in late childhood (Miskovic, Campbell, et al., 2011) , and recent work found that heightened frontal delta-beta correlation in response to social stress may be an endophenotype of SAD . However, until longitudinal studies systematically examine whether delta-beta correlation reflects a susceptibility factor for prospective anxiety, these findings remain speculative.
Limitations
The results of the current study should be interpreted in the context of the following limitations. First, as mentioned, the study design was cross-sectional and thus the findings should be interpreted as correlational in nature. Second, our measure of BI was restricted to parent-report. Although parent-report is considered a valid measure of child temperament (Garstein, Bridget, & Low, 2012) , is correlated with observational measures (Smith et al., 2012) , and has associated biological profiles (Fu et al., 2017) , future work should aim to incorporate observational indices of BI. Third, some of our findings were non-significant when correcting for multiple comparisons, and accordingly should be interpreted with appropriate caution. Fourth, our sample was fairly homogenous in terms of ethnicity and therefore should be replicated in additional samples to ensure generalizability. This is particularly important as the correlates of BI may differ based on culture (e.g., Chen et al., 2009) . Fifth, each participant did not have the exact same number of useable EEG epochs, and differences in epochs between participants can negatively impact the signal-to-noise ratio (Cohen et al., 2009 ). Finally, the exact functional significance of delta-beta correlation is not known (Canolty & Knight, 2010) , and there is debate as to whether delta power actually reflects subcortical regions (Blaeser et al., 2017; Harrewijn, Schmidt, Westenberg, Tang, & van der Molen, 2017) .
Conclusion
Our preliminary findings suggest that both a between-subjects and within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation may distinguish children with high versus low levels of BI. Although both approaches of computing delta-beta correlation were related to this temperamental style, there were slight differences in the strength of the correlation and the brain regions where this pattern was found across measures. We recommend that future studies continue to examine a within-subjects measure of delta-beta correlation in order to replicate our findings, and more importantly, use a longitudinal study design in order to examine the stability of a delta-beta correlation and its validity to predict or moderate prospective psychopathology among children at temperamental risk, as has been done with other within-subject measures of resting brain activity such as frontal EEG asymmetry (Coan & Allen, 2004; Peltola et al., 2014) . This is an important future direction that will help increase our understanding of the functional significance and predictive utility of delta-beta correlation in early childhood.
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